APPENDIXES
This questionnaire is written and distributed to you, the respondents, to collect the research data for the thesis entitled 'The Consistency in the Use of American English and British English'. It is expected that you complete the questionnaire honestly. Thank you.

Cross the letter in front of the option that you choose for each of the following questions! (one option only permitted)

Dialects are simply linguistic varieties, which are distinguishable in vocabulary, spelling, grammar and pronunciation.

1. Do you know that American and British English sometimes differ in spelling and vocabulary?
   A. Yes  B. No

2. Which of the following reflects your habits of using English in written communication?
   A. I always use American English.
   B. I always use British English.
   C. I usually mix American and British English.

No answer that you choose on the questions above will be related to the evaluation given by the Department.
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- Test 1: Spelling & Vocabulary

Cross the capital letter in front of your options!

1. The people who live next door of your house is your .......
   A. Neighbor   B. Neighbour

2. Which spelling are you more familiar with?
   A. Color   B. Colour

3. The middle point or part of something is ........
   A. Centre   B. Center

4. Distinctive taste and smell is called ........
   A. Flavor   B. Flavour

5. ........ is a plan of future activities or events.
   A. Program   B. Programme

6. Suit that we wear for sleeping is ........
   A. Pyjamas   B. Pajamas

7. Worker with hard physical task is called ........
   A. Labor   B. Labour

8. ........ is one of Mathematical measurement.
   A. Meter   B. Metre

9. An aircraft with wings and one or more engines is ........
   A. Aeroplane   B. Airplane

10. ........ is sometimes needed when we want to do or to own something.
    A. Licence   B. License
11. A man who serves drinks at a bar is ........
   A. Bartender       B. Barman

12. A mechanical platform used for taking people move to another floor is ........
    A. Lift               B. Elevator

13. ........ is a large strong motor vehicle for transporting goods.
    A. Truck             B. Lorry

14. Dormitory is ........
    A. The building as a whole, not each room.
    B. The sleeping room with several or many beds.

15. A person whose job is collecting and delivering letters is ........
    A. Mailman          B. Postman

16. The left and right sides of the road use for the pedestrians are ........
    A. Sidewalk          B. Pavement

17. The place where we park our car is ........
    A. Car park         B. Parking Lot

18. The punctuation added at the end of a sentence is ........
    A. Period           B. Full stop

19. ........ is a set of room for living in.
    A. Apartment        B. Flat

20. He buys a ........ of Coca Cola at that supermarket.
    A. Tin              B. Can
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- Test II: Descriptive Composition

Please describe the envelope given carefully! It is expected that you use spellings and vocabularies concerning to your dialect choice you just stated in the questionnaire.
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Below are the examples of the descriptive compositions produced by the respondents.

1. Initial name: L.K.

I see an envelope in the desk. The size is 15x10 centimetre. It is full of colour and I see on the envelope a picture of a dog. Snoopy, the dog, is wearing a t-shirt and holding a basket ball in his right hand. He is wearing pilot's hat and glasses. Beside it, I see the dog footprint on the bottom and on top of it I see a stamp. The colour of the envelope divided into two; the centre coloured pink and the side coloured chocolate-green.

2. Initial name: N.P.

Seeing on my desk, I startled at an envelope that given by my brother two months ago before he went to Singapore. The envelope has two main colors, the first color is grey at the edge and pink at the center. It is 15 centimeters length and 10 centimeters wide. It has a stamp in white color on round shape at the top-right side. On the top right side, there are five dog's footsteps, colored in white also. On the left side, there is a picture of snoopy-a cartoon creature. Snoopy is a white dog with small, black, round eyes; black, big, round nose; and black, long ears. At this envelope, snoopy wear a helm and glasses; a t-shirt and a bag in blue color. It's also bring a basketball in orange on its right hand.

3. Initial name: E.P.

I have a funny envelope. I got this envelope from my aunt. It's very interesting me, because of the colour and the picture. Since my aunt has given it to me, I begin to collecting envelope. It is fifteen centimeter length and ten centimeter width. At the edge of the envelope, the colour is green and at the center
is pink. I'm interesting because of the picture. It's a dog holding a ball and wearing glasses. On the right of the bottom, it have five footsteps and at the top, it have stamp